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Abstract
Rotating black holes in de Sitter space are known to have interesting limits where
the temperatures of the black hole and cosmological horizon are equal. We give a
complete description of the thermal phase structure of all allowed rotating black hole
configurations. Only one configuration, the rotating Nariai limit, has the black hole
and cosmological horizons both in thermal and rotational equilibrium, in that both
the temperatures and angular velocities of the two horizons coincide. The thermal
evolution of the spacetime is shown to lead to the pure de Sitter spacetime, which
is the most entropic configuration. We then provide a comprehensive study of the
wave equation for a massless scalar in the rotating Nariai geometry. The absorption
cross section at the black hole horizon is computed and a condition is found for when
the scattering becomes superradiant. The boundary-to-boundary correlators at finite
temperature are computed at future infinity. The quasinormal modes are obtained
in explicit form. Finally, we obtain an expression for the expectation value of the
number of particles produced at future infinity starting from a vacuum state with no
incoming particles at past infinity. Some of our results are used to provide further
evidence for a recent holographic proposal between the rotating Nariai geometry and
a two-dimensional conformal field theory.
1 Hoedown: American folk dance characterized by rotation of partners [1].
1 Introduction
Quantum gravity in a de Sitter background remains a beautiful puzzle in theoretical
physics [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Due to the presence of a cosmological horizon
attached to any given observer it contains, according to Gibbons and Hawking [13], an
entropy given by the area of the horizon. However, unlike a black hole horizon, this
horizon can never be reached or probed by a local observer. Furthermore, no observer
can access the global geometry of de Sitter space. The boundaries of global de Sitter
space are the spacelike hypersurfaces given at future and past infinity I±, where it has
been suggested that a putative holographic theory might reside [7, 8].
An interesting part of the classical de Sitter spectrum are the de Sitter black hole
geometries. In a theory of pure gravity endowed with a positive cosmological constant, the
most general known black hole solution is the Kerr-de Sitter black hole. Unlike black holes
in asymptotically flat or anti-de Sitter space, de Sitter black holes are bounded in size
by the cosmological horizon. The limiting case is given by the rotating Nariai solution
[14, 15], which is the near horizon geometry between the black hole and cosmological
horizons in the limit where they coincide. Geometrically, it is given by an S2 fibration
over two-dimensional de Sitter space.
We begin our explorative work by examining the thermodynamics of general Kerr-
de Sitter black holes [16, 17]. We treat the black hole and cosmological horizons as
thermal entities in their own right and obtain the regions of phase space where they
have positive and negative specific heats. Generally, the black hole horizons are out of
thermal equilibrium with the cosmological horizon. However, there are three limits where
one can define a Euclidean instanton associated to the Lorentzian spacetime [14]. Firstly,
the black hole may be extremal, in which case the Euclidean time coordinate need not
be periodically identified. Secondly, there is the lukewarm solution which is defined by
the black hole and cosmological horizons sharing the same temperature. Finally, there is
the rotating Nariai geometry where the black hole and cosmological horizons approach
each other.
Of the three limits, it is only in the rotating Nariai geometry that the angular velocities
of the black hole and cosmological horizons tend to coincide. Thus, even though the
lukewarm configuration may be in thermal equilibrium, it is out of rotational equilibrium
and will generally exchange particles carrying angular momentum, a process enhanced
by superradiance at the quantum level [18]. We will find that this effect is absent in the
rotating Nariai limit. Upon perturbations of this spacetime, however, thermodynamic
evolution of the system leads it to the most entropic configuration - pure de Sitter space.
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Thus, the equilibrium of the rotating Nariai geometry is found to be unstable. Even so,
this geometry is interesting in its own right given that it is mediated from a Euclidean
instanton and can thus serve as a natural starting point in the thermal evolution.
In the second part of the paper we focus on the rotating Nariai geometry and in par-
ticular we consider massless scalar waves about this geometry. We find explicit solutions
to the wave equation, which are given explicitly by hypergeometric functions. Equipped
with these solutions we proceed to compute the quasi-normal modes of the rotating Nar-
iai geometry by imposing that the waves are purely ingoing at the black hole horizon and
purely outgoing at the cosmological horizon (see for example [19]). These quasinormal
modes encode the dissipative information of the spacetime upon scalar perturbations.
We find two quantization conditions, one related to the frequency and the other to the
axial angular momentum of the modes.
It is also of interest to compute the boundary-to-boundary correlators at I+ in the
thermal background given the possible holographic relevance of the I+ boundary [23].
The basic structure of the correlators is fixed by the boundary condition forcing the
modes to be purely ingoing at the black hole horizon. The thermal boundary-to-boundary
correlators are thus computed by taking variational derivatives of the matter action with
respect to the boundary value of the scalars. They take precisely the form of a two-point
function in a two-dimensional conformal field theory at finite temperatures as we shall
soon discuss.
Subsequently, we compute the absorption cross-section σabs of the black hole horizon
when hit by a beam of particles coming from a region near the cosmological horizon. It
is found that the σabs becomes negative for certain values of the frequency, signalling
superradiant scattering. Specifically, we find that modes with axial angular momentum
m exhibit superradiance when the frequency ω is within the range, mΩc < ω < mΩH ,
where ΩH and Ωc are the angular velocities of the black hole and cosmological horizons.
This is in accordance with the result in the full rotating geometry [18]. The upper bound
is expected from a general thermodynamic argument, whereas the lower bound is related
to the fact that our incoming wave originates near the cosmological horizon and has to
penetrate a barrier near that region.
We then proceed to compute the cosmological particle production probability. In or-
der to do so, the scalar wave equation must be solved in the global patch. Furthermore,
one must define |in〉 and |out〉 vacua as those vacua which are annihilated by positive fre-
quency modes at past infinity I− and future infinity I+ respectively. We find that purely
incoming positive frequency modes at I− do not annihilate the |out〉 vacuum at I+. Thus
there is a non-trivial Bogoliubov transformation between the in- and out-modes and we
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can explicitly compute the expectation value for the number of particles produced. Fur-
thermore, it is well known that scalar fields in de Sitter space have a complex parameter
worth of vacua, the α-vacua [20, 21, 22]. Of these vacua only the Euclidean vacuum,
whose positive frequency modes are analytic in the lower hemisphere of Euclidean de
Sitter space, reduces to the Minkowski vacuum at arbitrarily short distances. Motivated
by the importance of the Euclidean vacuum, we propose a definition for positive fre-
quency Euclidean modes in global rotating Nariai as those which are regular in the lower
hemisphere of Euclidean dS2, i.e. S
2.
Finally, we discuss our results in light of the proposal that the rotating Nariai geom-
etry is holographically dual to a two-dimensional Euclidean CFT [23]. The evidence for
the proposal rests in the study of the asymptotic symmetry group [24] of the rotating
Nariai geometry, which is given by a single copy of the Virasoro algebra with a positive
central charge. It is found that there is a striking agreement between the various quan-
tities computed for the bulk scalars and those expected from the CFT, upon a suitable
identification of the scalar field parameters. In particular, the thermal boundary-to-
boundary correlators of the scalar field at I+ take the form of a two-point function at
finite temperature in a two-dimensional CFT. In fact, they imply the presence of both
left and right-moving sectors. The right-moving temperature is precisely the Hawking
temperature of the cosmological horizon in the dS2 part of the geometry and the left
moving temperature is related to the periodicity of the axial coordinate of the black hole.
To have complete consistency, we have to also posit the existence of an additional U(1)
symmetry whose zero-mode coincides with the zero-mode of the left moving Virasoro.
Some of our discussion bears resemblance to the analogous discussion for the Kerr/CFT
correspondence [25]. On the other hand, we have found clear distinctions between the
two. For instance, one can define various vacua for the scalar field in the rotating Nariai
geometry. Moreover, one observes cosmological particle production at I+ as opposed to
Schwinger pair-production at the timelike boundary of NHEK geometry. This is remi-
niscent of the striking difference between scalar fields in de Sitter space, which contain
a complex valued parameter worth of vacua, and scalars in anti-de Sitter space which
exhibit no such family. Thus, although classically the NHEK and rotating Nariai ge-
ometries are related by an analytic continuation in the coordinates, they are significantly
different at the quantum level.
3
2 Geometry and Conserved Charges
Our story begins with the four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action endowed with a pos-
itive cosmological constant
Ig =
1
16πG
∫
M
d4x
√−g (R− 2Λ) , Λ ≡ + 3
ℓ2
, (2.1)
where we set G = 1 in what follows. The metric of the rotating black hole in de Sitter
space is a two-parameter solution given by
ds2 = −∆r
ρ2
(
dt− a
Ξ
sin2 θdφ
)2
+
ρ2
∆r
dr2
+
ρ2
∆θ
dθ2 +
∆θ
ρ2
sin2 θ
(
adt− r
2 + a2
Ξ
dφ
)2
(2.2)
where we have defined the following objects:
∆r = (r
2 + a2)
(
1− r
2
ℓ2
)
− 2Mr, Ξ = 1 + a
2
ℓ2
, (2.3)
∆θ = 1 +
a2
ℓ2
cos2 θ, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ. (2.4)
The parameters a and M will be related to the angular momentum and mass of the
black hole solution. We will be mostly concerned in the parameter space allowing ∆r to
contain four (possible repeated) real roots.2 We generally write ∆r as
∆r = − 1
ℓ2
(r − rc)(r − r+)(r − r−)(r + rn), rn > rc ≥ r+ ≥ r− > 0 (2.5)
with the following conditions obeyed:
(rc + r+)(rc + r−)(r+ + r−) = 2Mℓ
2,
∏
i
ri = a
2ℓ2 = −ℓ2
∑
i≤j
rirj , rn =
∑
i 6=n
ri. (2.6)
We have denoted the locations of the cosmological, outer, inner and negative horizons as
rc, r+, r− and rn respectively. Note that the negative root −rn may be physical in the
case of rotating black holes given that the singularity is a ring singularity that observers
can go through. Furthermore, note that 2.6 implies M > 0. The de Sitter length is
denoted by ℓ.
2Solutions with two positive real and two complex roots also exist, however such configurations require
imaginary a and M < 0.
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Conserved Charges and the First Law
The conserved charges of the full spacetime have been computed in [26, 27] based on the
classic construction by Brown and York [28], and are given by
Q∂t = −
M
Ξ2
, Q∂φ = −
aM
Ξ2
. (2.7)
It may seem surprising to find a negative energy however this follows quite naturally
from a thermodynamic argument. As we shall see, the most entropic configuration is
given by pure de Sitter space which in four-dimensions has vanishing energy. Thus, it is
natural that low entropy fluctuations such as the black holes carry less energy than de
Sitter space itself.
On the other hand our interest will lie in the thermodynamic properties of the black
hole horizon which can be treated as a thermodynamic entity in itself. The energy and
angular momentum of the black hole horizon can be defined to be
E ≡ −Q∂t =
M
Ξ2
, J ≡ −Q∂φ =
aM
Ξ2
. (2.8)
The reason we choose these definitions is that they reduce to the Minkowksi values in the
limit ℓ → ∞. Additionally, as we shall soon see, they are the ones that give the correct
first law of thermodynamics.3
The entropies of the cosmological horizon Sc and black hole SBH are given by
Sc =
π(r2c + a
2)
Ξ
, SBH =
π(r2+ + a
2)
Ξ
. (2.9)
In the presence of rotation the first law of thermodynamics becomes
dE = THdS + Ω˜HdJ, (2.10)
where Ω˜H and TH are the angular velocity of the black hole horizon with respect to a
non-rotating boundary and Hawking temperature of the black hole. Explicitly, they are
given by
TH =
|∆′r(r+)|
4π(r2+ + a
2)
=
ℓ2r2+ − 3r4+ − a2r2+ − a2ℓ2
4πℓ2r+(r2+ + a
2)
(2.11)
3It is an interesting point that the definitions of energy and angular momentum for the black hole are
precisely minus those for the full cosmological horizon. It is tempting to view the black hole as inducing
an equal and negative energy and angular momentum at the horizon, as an electric charge inside a
conducting sphere would [5].
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Ω˜H ≡ ΩH − Ω∞ = aΞ
r2+ + a
2
− a
ℓ2
. (2.12)
Note that the angular velocity as r→∞ is defined as
Ω∞ ≡ − lim
r→∞
(
gtφ
gφφ
)
=
a
ℓ2
. (2.13)
Finally, the temperature and angular momentum of the cosmological horizon, Tc and
Ω˜c, are given by 2.11 and 2.12 with r+ replaced by rc.
The Various Limits of Parameter Space
There are various regions of interest in the parameter space of the rotating de Sitter black
hole. We list them below:
• The Extremal Limit corresponds to r+ → r− such that the black hole becomes
extremal and its temperature vanishes.
• The Lukewarm Limit corresponds to the black hole and cosmological horizons hav-
ing the same temperature without necessarily coinciding.
• The Rotating Nariai Limit corresponds to r+ → rc such that the black hole and
and cosmological horizons coincide.
It is important to note that in all these limits, one can take a sensible analytic
continuation to the Euclidean instanton [14]. This is in sharp contrast to the generic
de Sitter black hole which is out of thermal equilibrium with the cosmological horizon.
Particularly, the rotating Nariai instanton is argued to mediate the nucleation of rotating
black holes in direct analogy to the original case of the non-rotating Nariai instanton as
studied by Ginsparg and Perry [29] (see also [30]).
The lukewarm solution also plays a potentially interesting role as the unique rotating
black hole which is in a stable thermal equilibrium with the cosmological horizon at non-
zero temperatures. One can obtain an explicit condition for when the black holes are
lukewarm, namely
Mlw = a
(
1 +
a2
ℓ2
)
. (2.14)
Having said this, it should also be noted that to attain a system which is in complete
thermal equilibrium all thermodynamic chemical potentials must be equal. The angular
velocity of the cosmological and black hole horizons for the lukewarm configurations are
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Fig. 1: The physically allowed configurations for Kerr-de Sitter space. We are using units
where ℓ = 1.
not equivalent unless we are also at the rotating Nariai limit so in general there will be
exchange of particles carrying angular momentum.
Geometry of the Rotating Nariai Limit
As mentioned above, the rotating Nariai geometry possesses the interesting feature of
being in thermal equilibrium with respect to both its temperature and its angular velocity.
Here we present the near horizon limit leading to the rotating Nariai geometry.
We will take the Nariai limit r+ → rc and the near horizon limit simultaneously.
This is the Nariai analog of the near-NHEK limit of extremal black holes considered in
[31, 32]. We define the non-extremality parameter
λ =
rc − r+
ǫrc
. (2.15)
where ǫ is a small parameter which we will take to zero. In order to go to the near horizon
limit, we must go to a non-rotating frame with respect to the cosmological horizon and
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rescale the coordinates as follows:
tˆ = bǫt , x =
r − r+
ǫrc
, φˆ = φ−ΩHt, (2.16)
where
ΩH ≡ Ξa
r2+ + a
2
, b ≡ rc(rc − r−)(3rc + r−)
ℓ2(a2 + r2c )
. (2.17)
Taking ǫ→ 0 with λ, t, r, φ held fixed, we find the rotating Nariai metric [14]
ds2 = Γ(θ)
(
−x(λ− x)dtˆ2 + dx
2
x(λ− x) + α(θ)dθ
2
)
+ γ(θ)(dφˆ+ kxdtˆ)2, (2.18)
with φˆ ∼ φˆ+ 2π, x ∈ (0, λ), and
Γ(θ) =
ρ2crc
b(a2 + r2c )
, α(θ) =
b(a2 + r2c )
rc∆θ
, γ(θ) =
∆θ(r
2
c + a
2) sin2 θ
ρ2cΞ
2
, (2.19)
k =
2ar2cΞ
b(a2 + r2c )
2
, ρ2c = r
2
c + a
2 cos2 θ.
At fixed polar angle, one can recognize the above geometry as an S1 fibration over two-
dimensional de Sitter space [33]. The black hole horizon is located at x = 0 and the
cosmological horizon is located at x = λ and they have the same Hawking temperature
TRN = λ/4π. (2.20)
Furthermore, both horizons have vanishing angular velocity in the limit λ→ 0.
Global Coordinates
It will be useful to write down the rotating Nariai geometry in global coordinates. This
amounts to writing the dS2 piece in its global form
ds2 = Γ(θ)
(−dτ2 + cosh2 τdψ2 + α(θ)dθ2)+ γ(θ) (dφ− k sinh τdψ)2 (2.21)
where τ ∈ (−∞,∞) and ψ ∼ ψ + 2π in order to have a single cover of the global dS2.
Constant time slices in this spacetime have an S1 × S2 topology.
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3 Thermal Phase Structure
In this section we wish to explore the thermodynamic stability and thermal evolution of
the Kerr-de Sitter spacetimes. We begin by discussing stability of the black holes as it
arises in the canonical and grand canonical ensembles. We conclude with an evaluation
of the thermal evolution based on the total entropy of our system, which we take to be
the sum of the cosmological and black hole horizon entropies. Explicit expressions for
the objects we compute are presented in appendix A.
Thermal Stability
In addition to the first law of thermodynamics, one can study the thermal stability of
our system. The measure of thermal stability depends on the ensemble we choose.
Canonical Ensemble
The canonical ensemble is defined at a fixed temperature and angular momentum for the
black hole. The relevant thermodynamic potential is given by the Helmoltz free energy
F = E − THSBH (3.1)
and we must examine the specific heat capacity at fixed angular momentum,
CJ =
(
∂E
∂TH
)
J
= TH
∂SBH
∂TH
. (3.2)
From the above expression, one notes that both the extremal and rotating Nariai solutions
have vanishing specific heat.
In Fig. 2 (a) we exhibit the allowed rotating black hole configurations in the (r+, a)-
plane. The black hole horizons with positive specific heat inhabit the region below the
dotted line. Notice that for a given angular momentum, there is a phase transition from
positive to negative specific heat as one increases r+. This was first observed in [16] and
corresponds to the point where the temperature of the black hole reaches a maximum
with respect to r+. The physically allowed parameter space is bounded by the rotating
Nariai solutions, and the extremal black hole solutions. The point where the two curves
meet is the ultracold point.
We note that most but not all lukewarm configurations have positive specific heat.
Extremal and rotating Nariai configurations have vanishing specific heat. Finally, regions
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where the cosmological horizon has greater (smaller) temperature than the black hole
horizon is given by the region above (below) the lukewarm curve.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a): Phase space of allowed solutions in the (r+, a)-plane. Above the green
(dotted) line, the black hole horizon has negative specific heat. The red (solid) line
indicates the lukewarm configurations. (b): Constant J curves in the (r+, a)-plane. We
are plotting in units where ℓ = 1.
Grand Canonical Ensemble
The grand canonical ensemble is defined at a fixed temperature and angular velocity. In
this case, the relevant thermodynamic potential is given by the Gibbs free energy,
G = E − THSBH − Ω˜HJ (3.3)
which is a function of the intrinsic parameters TH and Ω˜H . The stability in the grand
canonical ensemble is given by analyzing the full Hessian
Hij =
(
∂2SBH
∂Xi∂Xj
)
, Xi = E, J. (3.4)
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Fig. 3: (a): Regions of negative ∂S2BH/∂J
2 below the green (dotted) curve. (b): Constant
E curves in the (r+, a)-plane. We are plotting in units where ℓ = 1.
A system that is thermally stable will have a total entropy function lying at a maximum,
as a function of the extensive parameters. This gives rise to the conditions
∂2SBH
∂E2
< 0,
∂2SBH
∂J2
< 0,
∂2SBH
∂J2
∂2SBH
∂E2
−
(
∂2SBH
∂J∂E
)2
> 0. (3.5)
The first condition is equivalent to the specific heat at fixed angular momentum being
positive, the second condition is the analogous statement for fixed energy fluctuations
and the third is the requirement that the Hessian have positive determinant. In Fig. 3
(a) we demonstrate the regions of positive and negative ∂S2BH/∂J
2. It is further found
that the Hessian, given explicitly in A.3 is negative definite for all configuration space,
indicating that all black holes are thermally unstable once we allow angular momentum
to be exchanged.
Thermal Evolution
We would like to address the issue of the thermal evolution of the black holes immersed
within the cosmological horizon. First note that the cosmological horizon has lower
temperature than the black hole horizon when we are in the region above the lukewarm
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line in Fig. 1. Secondly, the cosmological horizon has an angular velocity that is less or
equal to that of the black hole horizon, where equality only holds in the rotating Nariai
limit. Thus, most configurations are out of thermal equilibrium and will thermally evolve.
The total entropy of our system is taken to be the sum of the black hole and cosmo-
logical entropies,
Stot ≡ SBH + Sc =
π(r2+ + a
2)
Ξ
+
π(r2c + a
2)
Ξ
. (3.6)
Furthermore, the total energy and angular momentum of our spacetime is zero, as it
was noticed earlier that the conserved charges of the cosmological horizon are equal and
opposite to those of the black hole.
Our system will evolve thermodynamically in the direction that maximizes total en-
tropy for fixed total energy and angular momentum. In Fig. 4 we demonstrate constant
Stot contours throughout the configuration space. The system evolves to the pure de
Sitter configuration which indeed is the most entropic configuration. Particularly, upon
nucleation of the rotating Nariai black hole the two horizons will exchange angular mo-
mentum and energy until the black hole spins down and fully evaporates.
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
a
r+
S=2.8
S=2.5
S=2.1
S=1.8
Fig. 4: Contour plot of constant total entropy curves. The direction of increasing entropy
is toward the origin of the configuration space, i.e. pure de Sitter space. We plot in units
where ℓ = 1.
In order to determine the direction in which the thermal evolution proceeds through-
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out our configuration space, we would require knowledge of the emission rates of angular
momentum and energy from one horizon to the other (e.g. [18, 34]). In appendix B
we present the qualitative possibilities that may appear as we vary the relative rate of
emission of energy and angular momentum.
4 Scalar Waves
At this point we will turn to the issue of the wave equation for scalar fields [35] in the
Kerr-de Sitter geometry. We will not be able to obtain explicit solutions in general, the
only exception being when we take the rotating Nariai limit. Indeed, the rotating Nariai
instanton mediates the semi-classical production of the rotating Nariai geometry [14] and
it is thus a natural configuration to study as the starting point in the thermal evolution
of Kerr-de Sitter space. Furthermore, the asymptotic symmetry group of this geometry
was recently studied and found to consist of a centrally extended copy of the Virasoro
algebra [23] suggesting that there may be a holographic interpretation of the spacetime
in terms of a two-dimensional conformal field theory.
Scalar Wave Equation
A simple way to examine the superradiant properties of a rotating black hole are by
analyzing a scalar field in the black hole background. The equation of motion for a
massless scalar is given by
∇2Φ(r, t,Ω) = 0. (4.1)
One can impose an ansatz for which the variables separate and obtain an angular and
radial equation. If we choose Φ(r, t,Ω) = R(r)Ylm(θ)e
−iωt+imφ, with m ∈ Z, we find two
decoupled equations for the angular and radial parts.
The angular equation is given by the spheroidal harmonic equation
(
1
sin θ
d
dθ
∆θ sin θ
d
dθ
−
(
mΞ− aω sin2 θ)2
∆θ sin
2 θ
+ jlm
)
Ylm(θ) = 0. (4.2)
It is not hard to prove that the separation constants jlm are discrete for a given ω,
however their values are only known numerically. Our normalization for the Ylm is given
in appendix D. The radial equation is given by
(
d
dr
∆r
d
dr
+
1
∆r
(
aΞm− ω(a2 + r2))2 − jlm
)
R(r) = 0. (4.3)
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The above equations are generally not analytically solvable. They are, however,
regions where an approximate analytic grasp is possible. For instance, when the black
hole is near-extremal, i.e. r+ → r−, we can solve the wave-equation in the near horizon
region. More precisely, if we define the parameter
x =
r − r+
r+
(4.4)
and a unitless Hawking temperature τH ∝ (r+− r−) then one can match the x≫ τH and
x ≪ 1 solutions in the region τH ≪ x ≪ 1 and compute the reflection coefficient. This
situation has been discussed for the near-extremal Kerr black hole [31], and we will not
pursue it here.
Rotating Nariai Limit
We will instead focus on the rotating Nariai limit. In this limit, the black hole and cosmo-
logical horizons coincide and we must take a near horizon limit to reveal the underlying
geometry where observers reside. The small parameters relevant to this limit are the near
extremality parameter λ and the near horizon variable x defined by
x =
(r − r+)
ǫrc
, λ =
(rc − r+)
ǫrc
. (4.5)
In the limit ǫ→ 0 with λ fixed, we find that our radial equation tends to
(
x(x− λ) d
2
dx2
+ (2x− λ) d
dx
+
(ω˜ +mkx)2
x(x− λ) + j˜lm
)
R(x) = 0, (4.6)
where we have defined
k ≡ arcΞ
(r2c + a
2)
2ℓ2
(3rc + r−)(rc − r−) , j˜lm ≡
jlmℓ
2
(3rc + r−)(rc − r−) . (4.7)
We note that in order to obtain the above equation, we have to restrict ourselves to
frequencies satisfying the ‘near superradiant bound’
ω = mΩH + ǫω˜
rc(rc − r−)(3rc + r−)
ℓ2(a2 + r2c )
, ΩH ≡ aΞ
r2+ + a
2
(4.8)
and the sign of ω˜ determines if we are above or below the bound ω = mΩH . In this limit
the black hole horizon resides at x = 0 and the cosmological horizon resides at x = λ.
It is interesting to note that R(x) obeys the equation of motion for the radial part of
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a charged massive scalar field in two-dimensional de Sitter space (with de Sitter radius
ℓ2), in the presence of an E-field [36]. Explicitly, the E-field and mass m
2
2 are related to
the four-dimensional quantities by:
qE = mk, m22ℓ
2
2 = j˜lm. (4.9)
Furthermore, we identify the radial equation as the equation satisfied by the radial part
of a massive scalar field in the rotating Nariai geometry 2.18. The frequency ω˜ becomes
the frequency of the modes in the tˆ-coordinate, thus giving a time dependence of the
form e−iω˜tˆ.
The solution to this equation is given by a linear combination of hypergeometric
functions. An explicit solution in the region 0 < x < λ is given by
R(x) = (λ− x)−inR
[
c1 × xiω˜/λ R1(x) + c2 × x−iω˜/λ R2(x)
]
(4.10)
where
R1(x) = 2F1 (h− − imk, h+ − imk, 1 + 2iω˜/λ, x/λ) , (4.11)
R2(x) = 2F1 (h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ), h+ − i(nR + ω˜/λ), 1 − 2iω˜/λ, x/λ) . (4.12)
We have defined the following convenient quantities
h± ≡ 1
2
± iµ
2
, µ =
√
4j˜lm + 4m2k2 − 1, (4.13)
nR ≡ mk + ω˜/λ, (4.14)
and we assume for later convenience that iµ = h+ − h− (when real) is non-integral. The
expressions h± are complex for large angular momentum along the two-sphere. This
property will be related to the oscillatory behavior of modes at I±. Also, it is worth
noting that h± have an implicit dependence on ω˜ through the j˜lm.
We now proceed to explore the above solution in the various interesting regions of
the geometry: the horizons and the boundary of the rotating Nariai geometry.
Behavior Near the Cosmological Horizon
Demanding that our wavepackets have ingoing group velocity at the black hole hori-
zon leads us to impose c1 = 0. Having done so, we can expand our solution near the
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cosmological horizon4 and find a linear combination of ingoing and outgoing waves5
R(x) =
[
Aout(λ− x)−inR +Ain(λ− x)inR
]
(4.15)
where the ingoing and outgoing coefficients are given by
Aout =
Γ[1− 2iω˜/λ]Γ[2inR]λ−iω˜/λ
Γ[h+ + imk]Γ[h− + imk]
, (4.16)
Ain =
Γ[1− 2iω˜/λ]Γ[−2inR]λ−i(2nR+ω˜/λ)
Γ[h+ − i(nR + ω˜/λ)]Γ[h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ)] . (4.17)
It is important to note that in the above, we are implicitly considering the case where
ℜnR > 0. In the case where ℜnR < 0, one must switch the labels Ain and Aout.
Behavior at Late/Early Times
We now want to consider the behavior of scalar waves in the rotating Nariai geometry
as they approach the asymptotic past or future, i.e. λ < x < ∞. In order to do so we
introduce the following two linearly independent solutions to 4.6:
R−(x) = x
−h−+inR (x− λ)−inR 2F1 (h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ), h− − imk, 2h−, λ/x) , (4.18)
R+(x) = x
−h++inR (x− λ)−inR 2F1 (h+ − imk, h+ − i(nR + ω˜/λ), 2h+, λ/x) . (4.19)
Note that in the large x limit, the above solutions behave as:
R±(x) ∼ x−h± . (4.20)
Given that x becomes timelike in the region x > λ, R+(x) corresponds to positive
frequency modes and R−(x) corresponds to negative frequency modes for real µ at I+,
where increasing x corresponds to the direction of increasing time. Note that tˆ is now a
spacelike variable whose range is [−∞,∞] in the region x > λ. Forward spatial motion
in this patch is defined along the direction of decreasing tˆ.
As in the previous subsection, we can expand both R− and R+ near x = λ using
4In what follows we perform each expansion using hypergeometric function identities found in
Abramowitz & Stegun [37].
5The subscripts out, in refer to the direction in which positive energy flux is traveling, i.e. the out
modes have positive flux escaping the cosmological horizon. These need not coincide with the direction
of the group velocity. We define flux in 6.3.
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hypergeometric function identities. We find
R−(x) = x
−h−+inR
(
B−out (x− λ)−inR +B−in(x− λ)inRx−2inR
)
, (4.21)
where the coefficients are found to be
B−out =
Γ[2h−]Γ[2inR]
Γ[h− + imk]Γ[h− + i(nR + ω˜/λ)]
, (4.22)
B−in =
Γ[2h−]Γ[−2inR]
Γ[h− − imk]Γ[h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ)] . (4.23)
Similarly, the R+ modes near x = λ are given by
R+(x) = x
−h++inR
(
B+out (x− λ)−inR +B+in(x− λ)inRx−2inR
)
, (4.24)
where the coefficients are found to be
B+out =
Γ[2h+]Γ[2inR]
Γ[h+ + imk]Γ[h+ + i(nR + ω˜/λ)]
, (4.25)
B+in =
Γ[2h+]Γ[−2inR]
Γ[h+ − imk]Γ[h+ − i(nR + ω˜/λ)] . (4.26)
Matching the Flux
At this point, we would like to match the outgoing flux across the future cosmological
horizon. We begin by defining the general solution for x > λ:
Rtot(x) = αR−(x) + βR+(x). (4.27)
Matching the outgoing flux across the future cosmological horizon x = λ, amounts to
matching the out coefficient in 4.15 with the out coefficients in 4.27. More precisely, we
would like to solve the following set of equations
αB−out + βB
+
out = Aout, (4.28)
αB−in + βB
+
in = 0 (4.29)
where 4.29 implies no localization of flux on the future cosmological horizon. Explicit
expressions for α and β are provided in appendix C. For future reference, however, we
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would like to note the ratio of these coefficients:
α
β
= λ−iµ
Γ[iµ]Γ[h− − imk]Γ[h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ)]
Γ[−iµ]Γ[h+ − imk]Γ[h+ − i(nR + ω˜/λ)] . (4.30)
5 Dissipation and Correlation
Given the explicit form of the solution, it is natural to study two objects. The first is
related to the dissipative properties of the thermal background, which are encoded in
the quasinormal modes. The second object we will study is the thermal boundary-to-
boundary correlator at I±. The motivation for studying such correlators stems from the
possibility that there exists a holographic theory living at the I± boundary [23].
Quasinormal Modes of Rotating Nariai
As was noted, having found the solution in the rotating Nariai geometry we can obtain
the quasinormal modes due to scalar fluctuations. These are obtained imposing that the
scalar wave has purely ingoing flux at the black hole horizon and purely outgoing flux at
the cosmological horizon. As we mentioned, they encode the dissipative behavior of the
thermal background under scalar perturbations.
For ℜnR > 0 and ℜω˜ > 0, this amounts to restricting the values of the angular
momentum to the following discrete set
ω˜ = −iλ(n+ h±)/2− λmk/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (5.1)
= −2πiTRN (n+ h±)− λmk/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (5.2)
since they would lead to a vanishing Ain coefficient in 4.15. The imaginary part of the
quasinormal modes is clearly related to the temperature of the horizons 2.20.
For ℜnR < 0 and ℜω˜ > 0, we find that the quasinormal modes become
|m|k = −i (n+ h±) , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (5.3)
It is important to note that the set of modes 5.3 imposes a condition on the frequencies
ω˜ through the implicit dependence of h± on ω˜. When m = 0, the quasinormal modes 5.1
reduce to those of the non-rotating Nariai geometry [38].
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Two-Point Functions: Thermal Background
According the the notion that there is a holographic dual living at I+ [23], it is natural
to obtain the retarded thermal boundary-to-boundary correlators [39, 40] at I+ of the
near horizon region 2.18.
By imposing the boundary condition that our excitations are purely incoming at the
horizon we fix the behavior of the scalar field at I+. The thermal boundary-to-boundary
two-point function is defined by taking variational derivatives of the action with respect
to the boundary value Φ0 of the scalar field
GthR (q, q
′) ≡ δ
δΦ0(q)
δImatter
δΦ0(q′)
, q, q′ ∈ {ω˜,m, l}. (5.4)
and the matter action for the scalar field is given by the expression6
Imatter =
1
2
∫
M
d4x
√−g∂µΦ∂µΦ. (5.5)
As we observed earlier, the late time behavior of the scalar field (in momentum space)
about the thermal background is given by
Φ ∼ αx−h+ + βx−h− . (5.6)
Modes with either of the falloffs h± are normalizable with respect to the Klein-Gordon
inner product given by,
(Φ1,Φ2) = −i
∫
Σ
d3x
√
hnµ
(
Φ1
←→
∂µΦ
∗
2
)
(5.7)
where Σ is a constant time slice with unit normal vector nµ and hij is the induced metric
on Σ. Thus, we have the freedom to choose whether we are ‘sourcing’ an operator with
conformal weight h+ or h−, i.e. whether we take variational derivatives of the action with
respect to β or α as the boundary value. The two different choices lead to the following
two Green’s functions
GthR ∼
α
β
or GthR ∼
β
α
(5.8)
for a conformal weight h+ or h− respectively. The ratio α/β was given in 4.30.
6Further details of the derivation are given in appendix D.
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6 Superradiance/Cosmological Particle Production
Rotating black holes are known to superradiate. Classically, this means that an incom-
ing wave toward the black hole horizon will be reflected back from the gravitational
potential with a reflection coefficient larger than unity. Quantum mechanically it gives
rise to spontaneous emission of radiation from the black hole horizon carrying angular
momentum.
We can get a basic idea of the process by considering the heat transfer THdS of a black
hole upon the scattering of a quantum with energy ω and angular momentum m > 0.
The first law of thermodynamics tells us that
THδSBH ≈ δEBH
(
1− m
ω
ΩH
)
(6.1)
giving us a simple condition ω < mΩH for the extraction of energy from the black hole.
It has been further noted [18, 41] that the presence of a cosmological horizon intro-
duces another condition for superradiance. Namely, given the conserved charges of the
cosmological horizon 2.7, one obtains a first law for the cosmological horizon. The crucial
difference with the black hole horizon is that there is a relative sign between the charges
which leads to the following condition for the onset of superradiance
TcδSc ≈ δEc
(
−1 + m
ω
Ωc
)
(6.2)
which leads to the relation ω > mΩc. Clearly, this condition is only relevant when the
incoming wave is sent from a region near the cosmological horizon.
Superadiance in the Rotating Nariai Limit
We can effectively analyze superradiance in the rotating Nariai limit using our analysis
of the scalar wave. We choose boundary conditions such that we have an incoming
wave originating near the cosmological horizon which is purely ingoing at the black hole
horizon. The flux is given by
f =
1
2i
[
x(λ− x)R∗ d
dx
R− x(λ− x)R d
dx
R∗
]
. (6.3)
The absorption cross-section of the black hole is given by the ratio of the absorbed
flux at the black hole horizon to incoming flux from the cosmological horizon and is found
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to be
σabs =
fabs
fin
=
2 sinh(2πω˜/λ) sinh(2πnR)
cosh(2π(nR + ω˜/λ)) + cosh(πµ)
. (6.4)
Thus, when −mkλ < ω˜ < 0 the absorption cross-section becomes negative and our
system exhibits superradiance. This agrees with our original definition of ω˜, since it is
precisely the deviation away from the superradiant bound. Thus, we can recover the
condition on the original frequency ω:
mΩc < ω < mΩH . (6.5)
Notice that as λ → 0, with ω˜ and m fixed, the absorption cross-section tends to unity,
implying that all incoming radiation is absorbed by the black hole horizon and thus
superradiance is absent.
Particle production in the Rotating Nariai Limit
Given that we are in a cosmological spacetime, we must also investigate the production of
particles at late times starting from a given initial vacuum state [20, 21]. The appropriate
metric to address this question is the global metric given by
ds2 = Γ(θ)
(−dτ2 + cosh2 τdψ2 + α(θ)dθ2)+ γ(θ) (dφ− k sinh τdψ)2 , (6.6)
where τ ∈ [−∞,∞] and ψ ∼ ψ + 2π. Notice that this metric contains no horizons, and
no single observer can fully access it.
Choosing an ansatz of the form Φ(τ, ψ,Ω) = T (τ)Ylm(θ)e
i(qψ+mφ) with m and q being
integers, we find that T (τ) obeys
(
d2
dτ2
+ tanh τ
d
dτ
+ sech2τ (q +mk sinh τ)2 + j˜lm
)
T (τ) = 0. (6.7)
If we perform the coordinate transformations t = sinh τ and subsequently z = t− i, the
solution is found to be
T (z) = (z + 2i)(−in˜+2q)/2
(
c1 × zin˜/2 T1(z) + c2 × z−in˜/2 T2(z)
)
(6.8)
where the expressions for T1(z) and T2(z) are:
T1(z) = 2F1 (h− + q, h+ + q, 1 + in˜, iz/2) , (6.9)
T2(z) = 2F1 (h− − imk, h+ − imk, 1− in˜, iz/2) (6.10)
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and we have defined n˜ ≡ mk − iq.
We can obtain the form of the solution for early times, t→ −∞, by using hypergeo-
metric identities. We choose c1 and c2 such that
Tin(t) =
(−t)−h−√
µ
, (6.11)
where we have normalized with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product 5.7. Notice
that when h− becomes complex and thus acquires a negative imaginary part, and we
obtain an incoming particle state with positive frequency at I−. Thus we can expand
the in-modes as a sum of creation an annihilation operators of the |in〉 vacuum:
Φin(t, ψ,Ω) =
∑
n∈{m,l,q}
(
Φ
(n)
in (t, ψ,Ω)ain,n +Φ
(n)∗
in (t, ψ,Ω)a
†
in,n
)
(6.12)
with
Φ
(n)
in (t, ψ,Ω) = Tin(t)Ylm(θ)e
i(mφ+qψ). (6.13)
normalized by the Klein-Gordon inner product 5.7. The creation and annihilation oper-
ators obey the usual commutation relations with the following normalization
[ain,n, a
†
in,m] = δnm, [ain,n, ain,m] = 0, [a
†
in,n, a
†
in,m] = 0. (6.14)
Furthermore, the ain,n operators annihilate the |in〉 vacuum, i.e. ain,n|in〉 = 0.
The choice of c1 and c2 giving rise to the purely incoming particle state at past infinity
6.11 gives rise to the following behavior at future infinity I+
lim
t→+∞
Tin(t) = b+
(
t−h+√
µ
)
+ b−
(
t−h−√
µ
)
. (6.15)
Thus, if we define |out〉 as the vacuum state with no outgoing particles on future infinity,
which is annihilated by modes of the form
Tout(t) =
t−h+√
µ
(6.16)
we find the following Bogoliubov transformation
aout,n = b+ain,n + b
∗
−a
†
in,n. (6.17)
Thus, cosmological particle production due to the fact that b− is non-vanishing. In other
words,
|in〉 6= |out〉. (6.18)
The expectation value of the number of out-particles produced in the |in〉 vacuum is given
by
〈in|a†out,naout,n|in〉 = |b−|2 (6.19)
= cosh2 (πmk) csch2
(πµ
2
)
(6.20)
and one can check explicitly that the relation
|b+|2 − |b−|2 = 1 (6.21)
is satisfied.7 As a consistency check, one may observe that for m → 0, the result tends
to that of cosmological particle production in dS2.
Since the form of the wave equation is qualitatively similar for the rotating Nariai
geometry in any number of dimensions, we don’t expect this result to be sensitive to the
dimensionality of our spacetime. This is in contrast to the regular de Sitter geometry
which only exhibits particle production in even dimensions [42].
Euclidean Modes - A Proposal
We would like to explore one last vacuum in the global coordinates which we will call
the Euclidean vacuum. In regular de Sitter space, it is well known that there exists a
family of de Sitter invariant vacua known as the α-vacua, which are parameterized by
the complex parameter α [20, 21, 22]. The α-vacuum modes are given by a Bogoliubov
transformation of the in-modes. The corresponding Green’s function in the α-vacuum
has a singularity both along null separations as well as separations on antipodal points
of the sphere, which are separated by a horizon for any given observer.
There is a particular value of α for which the modes become analytic in the lower
hemisphere of the Euclidean de Sitter geometry, which is of course Sd+1, and the vacuum
defined becomes the CPT invariant Euclidean vacuum |E〉. This is the unique α-vacuum
that reduces to the Minkowski vacuum at short distances. The boundary-to-boundary
two-point function in the Euclidean vacuum behaves as that of a d-dimensional Euclidean
conformal field theory at zero temperature [8].
In a similar fashion, we would like to define the positive frequency Euclidean modes ΦEn
7We work in the Riemann sheet with −pi ≤ Argz < pi such that e−ipi = −1.
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in the global rotating Nariai geometry as those which are analytic in the lower hemisphere
of the S2 arising from the Euclideanization of the dS2 part of the geometry. A motivation
for this definition is the physical relation between the rotating Nariai geometry and dS2
in the presence of an E-field, as was previously noted. Furthermore, they reduce to the
Euclidean modes (without the Ylm(θ)) for a massive scalar in dS2 in the limit m→ 0.
Let us analytically continue τ to iϑ such that our z-variable in 6.8 becomes
z → zE = i(sinϑ− 1). (6.22)
The upper and lower hemispheres of the S2 are parameterized by ϑ ∈ [0, π/2] and ϑ ∈
[−π/2, 0) respectively. The argument of the solution in global coordinates then becomes
iz/2→ (− sinϑ+1)/2 which in turn becomes unity at the pole of the lower hemisphere.
Thus, we order for 6.8 to be analytic in the lower hemisphere, we have to take a linear
combination given by
c1 = −2−in˜ e−pin˜/2 × Γ[h+ + imk]Γ[h− + imk]Γ[1− in˜]
Γ[h+ − q]Γ[h− − q]Γ[1 + in˜] c2. (6.23)
Thus, we can obtain the Wightman function in the Euclidean vacuum as usual
GEucW (x, x
′) = 〈E|ΦE(x)ΦE(x′)|E〉 =
∑
n∈{l,m,q}
ΦEn (x)Φ
E∗
n (x
′). (6.24)
We hope to study the Euclidean modes and more generally the possibility of α-vacua in
the rotating Nariai geometry in a future work.
7 The rotating Nariai/CFT Correspondence
Having discussed various properties of the Kerr-de Sitter geometry and in particular the
rotating Nariai limit, we would like to make contact with the proposal that quantum
gravity in a rotating Nariai background is holographically dual to a two-dimensional
Euclidean conformal field theory living at I+.
Asymptotic Symmetries
In [23] it was shown that upon defining suitable boundary conditions, the asymptotic
symmetry group of the extremal rotating Nariai geometry was given by a single centrally
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extended Virasoro algebra
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +m(m2 − 1)cL
12
δm,−n (7.1)
with positive central charge given by,
cL =
12r2c
√
(1− 3r2c/ℓ2)(1 + r2c/ℓ2)
−1 + 6r2c/ℓ2 + 3r4c/ℓ4
, (7.2)
and the Ln are the generators of the algebra. Assuming unitarity and modular invariance,
the Cardy formula was then used to compute the cosmological entropy of the extremal
Nariai geometry
Sc =
π2
3
TLcL, TL =
1
2πk
(7.3)
where the reciprocal of the left-moving temperature was precisely the chemical potential
conjugate to the angular momentum,
dSc =
1
TL
dQ∂φ . (7.4)
Finite Temperature Two-point Function
One of the most generic features of a two-dimensional conformal field theory is given by
the structure of its two-point functions at finite temperature. More precisely, the thermal
two-point function in Euclidean momentum-space is given by [43]
GE(ωL, ωR) ∼ T 2hL−2L T 2hR−2R Γ
[
hL +
ωL
2πTL
]
Γ
[
hL − ωL
2πTL
]
×
Γ
[
hR +
ωR − iqRΩR
2πTR
]
Γ
[
hR − ωR − iqRΩR
2πTR
]
(7.5)
where for a spin-zero field hL = hR and the Euclidean Matsubara frequencies ωL/R are
related to the Lorentzian frequencies ω˜L/R by an analytic continuation. The Lorentzian
Green’s function GR is given by,
GR(iω˜L, iω˜R) = GE(ωL, ωR). (7.6)
We have also included a chemical potential ΩR and charge qR for the right movers for
reasons that will soon be clear.
The poles of the Lorentzian retarded correlator lying in the lower half-plane charac-
terize the decay of perturbations in the CFT and are given by the following discrete set
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of Lorentzian frequencies8
ω˜L = −2πiTL(n + hL), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (7.7)
ω˜R = −2πiTR(n+ hR) + qRΩR, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (7.8)
The above pole structure can be compared to the poles of the thermal boundary-to-
boundary correlator 5.8 computed earlier. We immediately observe that they have an
identical structure provided that we make the following identifications9
TL =
1
2πk
, TR =
λ
4π
, ω˜L = m, ω˜R = ω˜, (7.9)
hL = hR = h±, qR = −m, ΩR = kλ
2
. (7.10)
One can recognize TL as the left-moving temperature used in 7.3. The right moving
temperature TR is precisely the cosmological temperature observed by observers in the
rotating Nariai geometry with non-zero λ, equation 2.20. The left and right moving
frequencies are given by the ∂tˆ and ∂φ eigenvalues of the scalar modes, and the right
moving U(1) charge is also given by the ∂φ eigenvalue. Thus, if we are to identify
the right moving frequency in the CFT with the ∂tˆ eigenvalue we must also posit the
existence of a U(1) current algebra whose zero mode coincides with the zero mode of
the right moving Virasoro algebra. This is a similar situation to that encountered in the
Kerr/CFT correspondence [31, 44].
8 Summary and Outlook
We have explored various aspects of rotating black holes in de Sitter space. Starting with
the thermal phase structure, we have discussed a one-parameter family of black hole con-
figurations which has both cosmological and black hole horizons with equal temperature
and angular velocity - the rotating Nariai configurations. Geometrically, these solutions
are the near horizon region between the black hole and cosmological horizons in the limit
where the two coincide. They are given by an S2 fibration over dS2. It is found that
they are in an unstable thermodynamic equilibrium, in that small thermal fluctuations
result in the system thermally evolving to the most entropic configuration - pure de Sitter
space.
8The relation Γ[z]Γ[1 − z] = pi csc(piz) is helpful to verify the pole structure.
9Interestingly, the quasinormal modes of the rotating Nariai spacetime obtained in 5.1 and 5.3 also
have the same structure.
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Nevertheless, the rotating Nariai geometries serve as a natural starting point for
thermal evolution as they can be created from a Euclidean instanton out of nothing
[14, 30]. Furthermore, they are an interesting type of extremal geometry with a rich
asymptotic symmetry group consisting of (at least) one copy of the Virasoro algebra,
indicating a possible holographic interpretation [23]. Thus, we ventured into the study
of scalar perturbations about this geometry.
We uncovered the explicit quasinormal mode structure of this spacetime, as well as
the absorption cross-section of the black hole horizon due to an incoming wave originat-
ing near the cosmological horizon. Generally, there is a regime in the frequencies of the
incoming waves where the absorption cross-section is negative, indicating superradiant
scattering. However, in the strict limit where the black hole and cosmological horizons
coincide we have found that the absorption cross-section tends to unity and thus super-
radiance is no longer present. Quantum mechanically, this may imply that spontaneous
emission is suppressed in this limit.
Furthermore, we have explored the cosmological properties of the rotating Nariai ge-
ometry. We have found evidence for at least three vacua. The |in〉 and |out〉 vacuum
states are those with no incoming particles from I− and no outgoing particles at I+
respectively. Starting at I− with the |in〉 vacuum, we observed the cosmological produc-
tion of particles at I+ and explicitly computed the expectation value of the number of
particles produced. We have also proposed that the Euclidean vacuum is simply given
by those modes which are analytic in the lower hemisphere of the Euclidean dS2, i.e. S
2,
part of the geometry. It would be very interesting to put the proposed Euclidean vacuum
on a firm footing by carefully examining its analytic structure. Furthermore, it would be
extremely interesting to examine the possibility of a complex parameter worth of vacua
analogous to the α-vacua of de Sitter space [20, 42] in the rotating Nariai geometry.
Finally, we have computed the boundary-to-boundary correlation functions in the
static patch coordinates of the rotating Nariai geometry. The poles of these correlators
precisely match the poles of the correlators of a two-dimensional conformal field theory,
provided we make a suitable identification of the quantum numbers of the scalar field
with those of the operator dual to the scalar in the CFT. This resonates well with
the aforementioned proposal that these geometries have a holographic dual given by a
two-dimensional conformal field theory. Natural objects to study along this direction
would be three-point functions and boundary-to-boundary correlators of vector fields
and fermions. The study of fermions in this background might also be motivated by
recent results uncovering a Fermi surface in the AdS2 × S2 near horizon region of an
extremal charge black hole in AdS4 [45, 46]. A possible de Sitter analogue might be a
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Fermi surface in the dS2 × S2 near horizon region of the non-rotating Nariai geometry
and rotational generalizations thereof.
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A Explicit Thermodynamic Expressions
Below we present explicit expressions for the specific heat at fixed angular momentum,
CJ , the second partial derivative of the entropy with respect to the angular momentum
and the determinant of the Hessian given in 3.5. Our results are given in the (r+, a)-basis.
The specific heat is given by:
CJ(r+, a) =
1
(a2 + ℓ2)
×
2ℓ4π
(
a2 + r2+
)
2
(
3r4+ − ℓ2r2+ + a2
(
ℓ2 + r2+
))(
ℓ2 − r2+
)
a6 +
(−3ℓ4 + 13r2+ℓ2 − 6r4+) a4 + r2+ (−6ℓ4 + 23r2+ℓ2 − 9r4+) a2 + ℓ2r4+ (ℓ2 + 3r2+) .
(A.1)
The second derivative of the entropy with respect to J is given by:
∂2SBH
∂J2
= 8
(
a2 + ℓ2
)
πr2×(−3ℓ4 + 6r2ℓ2 + r4) a4 + (ℓ6 − 13r2ℓ4 + 23r4ℓ2 − 3r6) a2 + ℓ2r2 (ℓ2 − 3r2)2
ℓ2 (3r4 − ℓ2r2 + a2 (ℓ2 + r2))3 . (A.2)
The determinant of the Hessian is given by:
detHij = −
64
(
a2 + ℓ2
)4
π2r4+
((
ℓ2 − r2+
)
a2 + r2+
(
ℓ2 + 3r2+
))
ℓ2
(
3r4+ − ℓ2r2+ + a2
(
ℓ2 + r2+
))
4
. (A.3)
We note that it is negative definite in the physical configuration space.
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B Thermal Evolution
We obtain three qualitative possibilities for thermal evolution assuming that the emission
rates are dominated by angular momentum, energy and a combination thereof. Below,
we show plots of the vector field (cJ ∂JStot, cM ∂MStot) where cJ and cM are constants
determining the relative emission rate.
The first case corresponds to a situation where there is an ‘energy pump’ between the two
horizons keeping the energy fixed for each horizon, i.e. cM ≪ 1. In this case, depicted in
Fig. 5 (a), the thermal flow will be along lines of constant energy depicted in Fig. 3 (b),
and will lead to the complete spin-down of the black hole.
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Fig. 5: (a): Thermal evolution when emission of energy is suppressed. (b): Thermal
evolution when emission of angular momentum is suppressed.
The second case corresponds to a situation where there is an ‘angular momentum’ pump
between the two horizons keeping the angular momentum fixed for each horizon and
depicted in Fig. 5 (b), i.e. cJ ≪ 1. One notices that large extremal black holes evolve
toward the rotating Nariai limit before spinning down and evolving toward the origin.
Notice that once the lukewarm line is reached the system evolves along it.
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Fig. 6: Thermal evolution when emission of energy and angular momentum is compara-
ble.
Finally, we can consider a situation where both angular momentum and energy are emit-
ted at similar rates, i.e. cJ ∼ cM , as depicted in Fig. 6.
C Explicit Expressions for α and β
The explicit expressions for α and β are as follows:
α =
λh−−i(nR+ω˜/λ) csc [π (h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ)] Γ[h− − ikm]Γ [h− + i (nR + ω˜/λ)]
πΓ[2h−]Q
, (C.1)
β = −λ
h+−i(nR+ω˜/λ) csc [π (h− + i(nR + ω˜/λ)] Γ[h+ − ikm]Γ [h+ + i (nR + ω˜/λ)]
πΓ[2h+]Q
(C.2)
where we have defined:
Q
Γ
[
1− 2iω˜λ
]
]
≡ csc[π(h− − ikm)] csc [π (h− − i(nR + ω˜/λ))]
− csc[π(h− + ikm)] csc [π (h− + i (nR + ω˜/λ))] . (C.3)
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D Thermal Boundary-to-Boundary Correlator
We will discuss in some more detail the computation of the retarded thermal boundary-
to-boundary correlator.10 Begin with a wave-packet expressed as a sum over modes
Φ(x, tˆ,Ω) =
∑
m,l
∫
dω˜
2π
(
γlmω˜e
−iω˜tˆeimφˆYlm(θ)R(x)
)
. (D.1)
The on-shell action for a massless scalar field is given by
Imatter =
1
2
∫
M
d4x
√−g∂µΦ∂µΦ = 1
2
∫
∂M
d3x
√−gnµΦ∂µΦ (D.2)
where we have integrated by parts and set the bulk integral to zero since it vanishes
on-shell. The only boundary term relevant to us will be the one at I+. The nµ is a unit
normal vector which is orthogonal to the boundary. Using the late time behavior of the
R(x) function in the rotating Nariai limit 4.27 and evaluating the action we find
Imatter =
1
2
∑
m,l
∫
dω˜
2π
α(ω˜,m, l)β(−ω˜,−m, l) + . . . (D.3)
where the dots correspond to terms that oscillate infinitely fast at the boundary. We
may drop such terms by adding a small imaginary part to x, as is done for the vacuum
state of the harmonic oscillator.
In order to obtain this expression, we have used the following completeness and or-
thonormality properties of the spheroidal harmonics,
∑
l,m
Ylm(θ)e
imφˆYlm(θ
′)e−imφˆ
′
= δ2(Ω,Ω′), (D.4)
∫
dθdφˆ
√
h˜Ylm(θ)e
imφˆYl′m′(θ)e
−im′φˆ = δm−m′δl−l′ (D.5)
where h˜ij is the induced metric at fixed x and t and we are working in a basis where
Ylm(θ) are real.
To compute the thermal boundary-to-boundary correlator, we must define which
excitation, i.e. α or β, corresponds to the boundary value of the field. Once we have
defined the boundary value, we can take variational derivatives with respect to it. For
10A similar situation for AdS is discussed in [39, 40].
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instance, choosing α as the boundary value at I+ we can write the action as
Imatter =
1
2
∑
m,l
∫
dω˜
2π
α(ω˜,m, l)α(−ω˜,−m, l)GthR (l,m, ω˜) (D.6)
where the thermal boundary-to-boundary correlator in momentum space is thus found
to be:
GthR ∼
β
α
. (D.7)
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